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ABSTRACT

Recent studies suggest noncoding RNAs interact
with genomic DNA, forming an RNA•DNA–DNA triple
helix that regulates gene expression. However, base
triplet composition of pyrimidine motif RNA•DNA–
DNA triple helices is not well understood beyond the
canonical U•A–T and C•G–C base triplets. Using na-
tive gel-shift assays, the relative stability of 16 differ-
ent base triplets at a single position, Z•X–Y (where
Z = C, U, A, G and X–Y = A–T, G–C, T–A, C–G), in
an RNA•DNA–DNA triple helix was determined. The
canonical U•A–T and C•G–C base triplets were the
most stable, while three non-canonical base triplets
completely disrupted triple-helix formation. We fur-
ther show that our RNA•DNA–DNA triple helix can
tolerate up to two consecutive non-canonical A•G–
C base triplets. Additionally, the RNA third strand
must be at least 19 nucleotides to form an RNA•DNA–
DNA triple helix but increasing the length to 27 nu-
cleotides does not increase stability. The relative sta-
bility of 16 different base triplets in DNA•DNA–DNA
and RNA•RNA–RNA triple helices was distinctly dif-
ferent from those in RNA•DNA–DNA triple helices,
showing that base triplet stability depends on strand
composition being DNA and/or RNA. Multiple factors
influence the stability of triple helices, emphasizing
the importance of experimentally validating forma-
tion of computationally predicted triple helices.

INTRODUCTION

Triple helices (or triplexes) have been known to form
in vitro for over 60 years (1–4). One common type is
the major-groove pyrimidine motif triple helix, which is
primarily composed of canonical T•A–T, U•A–U and
C•G–C base triplets (where ‘•’ and ‘–’ represent Hoog-
steen and Watson–Crick interactions, respectively). Here,

a pyrimidine-rich third strand (DNA or RNA) binds
in a parallel orientation along the major groove of the
purine-rich strand in a Watson–Crick double-stranded
(ds)DNA or dsRNA (5,6). Triple helices, which we de-
fine as three or more consecutive base triplets, have
been found in several naturally occurring RNAs, such
as telomerase (7), S-adenosylmethionine (SAM)-bound ri-
boswitches (8,9), U2–U6 base-paired spliceosomal RNAs
(10) and metastasis-associated lung adenocarcinoma tran-
script 1 (MALAT1) (11). More recently, it has been
proposed that long noncoding (lnc)RNAs and genomic
(g)DNA interact to form RNA•DNA–DNA triple helices
(R•D–D) (12). One example of a lncRNA forming a pyrim-
idine motif lncRNA•gDNA triple helix is Fendrr (Fetal-
lethal non-coding developmental regulatory RNA) (13,14).
The Fendrr•gDNA triple helix silences Foxf1 (encodes
forkhead box F1) and Pitx2 (encodes paired-like home-
odomain 2) genes by recruiting either polycomb repres-
sive complex 2 or trithorax group/mixed lineage leukemia
complex to the promoter region (13,14). lncRNAs are
not the only RNA class proposed to form triple helices
with gDNA, as microRNAs may also form triple helices
(miRNA•gDNA) to regulate gene expression (15,16). More
recently, it was shown that intronic �-globin RNA inter-
acts with an upstream regulator element through R•D–
D triple helix formation, displacing transcription factors
and RNA polymerase II to downregulate �-globin gene ex-
pression (17). With at least 27 000 known lncRNA genes,
∼1800 miRNA genes and numerous intronic RNAs in hu-
mans, RNA•gDNA triple helices potentially represent a
large population of triple helices inside human cells (18–
22). It has recently been shown that RNA•gDNA triple he-
lices may be stabilized by the nucleosome, suggesting cellu-
lar components may stabilize triple-helix formation in vivo
(23). Although many RNA•gDNA triple helices may exist
in vivo, the stability of non-canonical R•D–D base triplets
in vitro has not been investigated; therefore, the diversity
of R•D–D base triplets may be greater than U•A–T and
C•G–C base triplets.
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Unlike R•D–D triple helices, the relative stability of 16
different base triplets has been quantitatively determined
for DNA•DNA–DNA (D•D–D) and RNA•RNA–RNA
(R•R–R) triple helices (24–26). Although different assays
and different triple-helical constructs preclude a direct com-
parison of base triplet stabilities, the studies conclude that
the canonical T•A–T, U•A–U and C•G–C base triplets
are among the most stable base triplets (24–26). For D•D–
D triple helices, none of the non-canonical base triplets
were within two-fold stability of the canonical T•A–T base
triplet using a quantitative affinity cleavage assay (24). UV
thermal denaturation assays showed that all 16 D•D–D
base triplets allow for triple helix formation, with melting
temperatures ranging from 38 to 11◦C (26). For R•R–R
triple helices, several base triplets support formation within
two-fold of the canonical U•A–U base triplet: U•C–G,
C•U–A, U•U–A, C•G–C and C•A–U base triplets based
on native gel-shift assays and C•G–C and U•G–C based on
the intronless �-globin reporter assay (25). Because relative
stabilities of non-canonical base triplets vary for D•D–D
and R•R–R triple helices, we predict that R•D–D triple he-
lices have a unique set of non-canonical base triplets that
support triple-helix formation. This prediction is also sup-
ported by UV thermal denaturation and quantitative affin-
ity cleavage titration results, which show that strand iden-
tity affects the stability of R•D–D, D•D–D and R•R–R
triple helices when the sequence is held constant (27–30).
Together, these results indicate that the stability profiles of
D•D–D and R•R–R base triplets are likely different from
the stability profile of R•D–D base triplets.

In this study, the relative stability of 16 different base
triplets at neutral pH was measured using native gel-shift
assays by varying a single base triplet in an R•D–D triple
helix. We further investigated the effects of consecutive non-
canonical base triplets and length of RNA third strand on
the relative stability of an R•D–D triple helix. Finally, we
tested the relative stabilities of 16 base triplets within a
D•D–D and R•R–R triple helix to directly compare with
our results from an R•D–D triple helix. Collectively, these
results show that the canonical U•A–T, T•A–T, U•A–U
and C•G–C base triplets are the most stable base triplets,
11 non-canonical base triplets support R•D–D triple-helix
formation and the relative stability profile of an R•D–D
triple helix is distinct from that of a D•D–D and an R•R–R
triple helix. Comparing our results on triple-helical stability
to those previously published shows that multiple variables
influence the stability of triple helices.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligonucleotide preparation

Chemically synthesized DNA and RNA oligonucleotides
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Woodlands, TX,
USA) and their sequences are shown in Figures 1A, E, I, 2A
and 3. All radiolabeled oligonucleotides were 5′-end radio-
labeled using � -[32P]ATP (MP Biomedicals) and T4 PNK
(New England Biolabs) per manufacturer’s protocol. Unre-
acted � -[32P]ATP was removed using a G25 microspin col-
umn (GE Healthcare).

In silico prediction of R•D–D triple helix in human noncoding
RNAs and promoter DNA

A list of noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) in humans (NON-
CODEv5 human.fa) and the corresponding ID conver-
sion file (NONCODEv5 source) were obtained from the
NONCODE website (www.noncode.org/download) (31).
The grep command was used to find our 22-nt RNA se-
quence (5′-UUUUUCUUUUZUUUUCUUUCUU-3′) in
human ncRNAs (see Supplementary Table S1). Triplex-
ator was used to predict if our 22-nt RNA could bind
to human promoter DNA (32). First, a list of all hu-
man promoter sequences in Fasta format was obtained
from Genomatix using the Gene2Promoter program of
the Genomatix Suite package (www.genomatix.com). Us-
ing Triplexator, our search used our RNA sequence (5′-
UUUUUCUUUUCUUUUCUUUCUU-3′) as the single-
stranded sequence, human promoter sequences obtained
from Genomatix as the double-stranded sequences and de-
fault settings were used for all parameters (32) (see Supple-
mentary Table S2).

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays

In binding buffer (25 mM sodium cacodylate at pH 7.0,
125 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mg/ml tRNA and 10%
glycerol), 10 nM of the pyrimidine-rich 31-mer oligonu-
cleotide and 10 nM of its complementary purine-rich 5′-
[32P]-radiolabeled 31-mer were heated at 95◦C for 2 min
and then snap-cooled on ice for 2 min to form dsDNA
or dsRNA. Increasing amounts of the pyrimidine-rich 22-
nucleotide third strand were added (5–50 000 nM) and
allowed to equilibrate at 4◦C for 24 h. Samples were
loaded onto a 12% native polyacrylamide gel (19:1 acry-
lamide:bisacrylamide, 40 mM Tris-acetate at pH 7.0, 1 mM
EDTA and 10 mM MgCl2) and electrophoresed with run-
ning buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate at pH 7.0, 1 mM EDTA
and 10 mM MgCl2) at 195 V for ∼6 h at 4◦C. Gels were
wrapped in plastic wrap and exposed to a phosphorimager
screen overnight, scanned using an Amersham Typhoon
(GE Healthcare) and quantified using ImageQuant soft-
ware (GE Healthcare). A plot of triple-helix formation ver-
sus the concentration of the third strand was fit to the Hill
equation (Equation 1) for the R•D–D and D•D–D triple
helices and to a quadratic equation (Equation 2) for the
R•R–R triple helix using OriginPro 2018b graphing soft-
ware (OriginLab Corporation).

[ts] = [ds] [ss]n/
(
KD,app

n + [ss]n
)

(1)

[ts] = 0.5
(
KD,app + [ds] + [ss]

)

−0.5
((

KD,app + [ds] + [ss]
)2 − 4 [ds] [ss]

)0.5
(2)

[ts] is the concentration of the triple helix, [ds] is the ini-
tial concentration of the Watson–Crick dsDNA or dsRNA,
[ss] is the initial concentration of the third strand, KD,app is
the apparent equilibrium dissociation constant and n is the
degree of cooperativity. All productive binding reactions for
R•D–D and D•D–D triple helices reached a plateau, and
the maximum [ts] was typically >7.5 nM (or >75%) (see
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Supplementary Tables S3–S5). All parameters ([ds], KD,app,
n) were treated as variables when fitting data to Equation
(1). Although all R•R–R triple helices tested showed some
triple-helix formation, most did not reach saturation due
to their large KD,app values (>30 �M); therefore, [ds] was
fixed at 10 nM while KD,app was treated as a variable when
fitting the data to Equation (2). Please note that binding
data could not always be fit to a simple 1:1 quadratic bind-
ing model; therefore, a cooperative binding model was used
during data analysis. At present, we do not have evidence
for multiple binding sites nor more than one binding event.
Nonetheless, we currently cannot rule out more complex
binding behavior. Thus, we define our extrapolated equilib-
rium dissociation constants as KD,app.

Circular dichroism spectroscopy

Three different solutions of oligonucleotides (see Supple-
mentary Figure S2A) were prepared in CD buffer (25 mM
sodium cacodylate at pH 7.0, 125 mM NaCl and 2 mM
MgCl2): (i) 4 �M RNA strand (R), (ii) 4 �M dsDNA (D–D)
and (iii) 2 �M dsDNA and 2 �M RNA strand (R•D–D).
First, DNA strands were added to CD buffer, heated for 2
min and then snap-cooled on ice for 2 min to form dsDNA.
Then RNA was added and allowed to equilibrate at 4◦C for
24 h. CD spectra were obtained at 20◦C on a J-815 CD Spec-
trometer (JASCO) with a 1 mm quartz spectrophotometer
cell (Starna Cells, Inc.) using the following parameters: 200–
320 nm wavelengths with continuous scanning mode, 0.5
nm data pitch, standard sensitivity (±200 mdeg), 4 s digi-
tal integration time, 2 nm bandwidth and 100 nm/min scan
speed. Data were an average of 5 scans, and molar ellipticity
(θ ) was calculated using Equation (3).

θ = mdeg × M/ (10 × L × C) (3)

mdeg is the millidegree rotation measured by the CD
spectrometer at a specific wavelength, M is the mean
residual weight (i.e. the average molecular weight of nu-
cleotide monophosphates in the oligonucleotides (324.06,
326.81 and 326.09 g/mol for R, D–D and R•D–D, respec-
tively)), L is the path length (1 cm) and C is the molar
concentration of nucleic acids in solution as individual nu-
cleotide monophosphates (0.0285, 0.081 and 0.0548 mol/L
for R, D–D and R•D–D, respectively). The spectrum of
buffer alone was subtracted from each sample spectrum.
Data were an average of 5 scans, plotted as molar ellipticity
versus wavelength. To determine if a structural change oc-
curred upon RNA third strand binding to dsDNA, a mo-
lar ellipticity difference (��) spectrum was generated using
Equation (4).

�θ = θR•D−D − 0.5 (θR + θD−D) (4)

θ R, θD–D and θR•D–D are the molar ellipticity spectra cal-
culated for R, D–D and R•D–D, respectively.

Stoichiometry of each strand in R•D–D triple helix

EMSA was performed as described above except the con-
centration of each strand was 2 �M, and all three strands
were 5′-[32P]-radiolabeled. Bands representing dsDNA and
the R•D–D triple helix were excised from the gel and

crushed into pieces. After adding G50 buffer (20 mM Tris
pH 7.5, 300 mM sodium acetate pH 5.2, 2 mM EDTA), the
gel pieces were subjected to one freeze-thaw step and nu-
tated at room temperature for 30 min before moving to 4◦C
overnight. Extracted oligonucleotides were ethanol precip-
itated and resuspended in water. Samples, along with stan-
dards consisting of three radiolabeled strands combined at
125, 250, 500 and 1000 nM, were loaded onto a 20% dena-
turing polyacrylamide gel (19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide,
1× TBE, 8 M urea) and electrophoresed with running buffer
(0.5× TBE) at 30 W for ∼7 h. Gels were wrapped in plastic
wrap, exposed to a phosphorimager screen, scanned using
an Amersham Typhoon (GE Healthcare) and quantified us-
ing ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare). Concentrations
of extracted oligonucleotides were extrapolated from a lin-
ear standard curve generated from the band intensities at
four different concentrations (125, 250, 500, 1000 nM) of
radiolabeled oligonucleotides.

RESULTS

R•D–D triple helices can include most non-canonical base
triplets

A three-strand construct was designed to determine the rel-
ative stability of 16 different R•D–D base triplets at a sin-
gle position. The construct is comprised of 31-base pair ds-
DNA and a 22-nucleotide (nt) RNA third strand that can
form a pyrimidine motif triple helix containing eighteen
U•A–T base triplets, three C•G–C base triplets and one
varying base triplet denoted as Z•X–Y (where Z = C, U,
A, G and X–Y = A–T, G–C, T–A, C–G) (Figure 1A). The
C•G–C base triplets are distributed asymmetrically so that
the RNA third strand binds in a single register parallel to
the Hoogsteen edge of the purine-rich DNA strand. Fur-
thermore, each C•G–C base triplet is in the interior of the
triple helix and is flanked by U•A–T base triplets so that
the protonated state of the Hoogsteen cytosine in a C•G–
C base triplet is more favorable based on studies of D•D–
D triple helices (33,34). The varying base triplet Z•X–Y is
centrally located within the triple helix, is flanked by U•A–
T base triplets and the eight nearest base triplets are the
same on both sides. Investigating this construct has phys-
iological significance because the 22-nt RNA (where Z =
C, U, A, G) is found in 33 human lncRNAs (Supplemen-
tary Table S1) and Triplexator predicts 1322 putative bind-
ing sites in human DNA promoters (Supplementary Table
S2) (32, www.genomatix.de). All assays were performed us-
ing a pseudo-physiological buffer: a neutral pH of 7, 125
mM sodium chloride and 2 mM magnesium chloride.

EMSA was performed for each of the 16 base triplets,
whereby an apparent equilibrium dissociation constant
(KD,app) was measured between the [32P]-radiolabeled ds-
DNA and the RNA third strand (Figure 1B and Supple-
mentary Figure S1). Increasing concentrations of RNA
showed a mobility shift consistent with the formation of an
R•D–D triple helix and nearly 100% of the RNA at high
concentrations was bound to dsDNA (Figure 1B, Supple-
mentary Figures S1 and S2 and Table S3). Furthermore,
circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy indicated that a solu-
tion of R•D–D at a 1:1:1 ratio is structurally different from
single-stranded RNA and dsDNA based on the individual

http://www.genomatix.de
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Figure 1. EMSA measurements of the relative stability of base triplets in R•D–D, D•D–D and R•R–R triple helices. Schematic is depicting (A) R•D–
D, (E) D•D–D and (I) R•R–R triple helices with the varying position (Z•X–Y) having one of 16 possible base triplet combinations shown in red. The
Watson–Crick and Hoogsteen interactions are represented by a solid line (|) and dot (•), respectively. The asterisks (*) denote the 5′-[32P]-radiolabeled
strand. Representative gel images are shown for the (B) U•A–T, (F) T•A–T and (J) U•A–U base triplets. Increasing amounts of the third strand were
incubated with dsDNA (D–D) or dsRNA (R–R) for 24 h. The dsDNA/dsRNA were resolved from the triple helix (R•D–D, D•D–D and R•R–R)
using native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and quantified by autoradiography. Representative binding curves are shown for (C) U•A–T, (G) T•A–
T and (K) U•A–U base triplets. (D, H, L) The relative stability of each Z•X–Y base triplet is shown in the bar plots. Relative stability was calculated
as (D) KD,app(U•A–T)/KD,app(Z•X–Y) for R•D–D base triplets, (H) KD,app(T•A–T)/KD,app(Z•X–Y) for D•D–D base triplets and (L) KD,app(U•A–
U)/KD,app(Z•X–Y) for R•R–R base triplets. Each bar color represents a different nucleotide identity in the third strand (Z): pink for C, blue for U/T,
green for A and orange for G. The dashed gray line separates the perfect polypurine-polypyrimidine Watson–Crick strands (left) from those with a single
pyrimidine-purine interruption (right). Reported KD,app values are an average of at least three independent experiments and error bars represent standard
deviation.

spectra and a CD difference spectrum showing significant
peaks at ∼210, ∼255 and ∼270 nm (Supplementary Figure
S3), which indicates the R•D–D mixture contains a struc-
ture distinctly different from single-stranded RNA and ds-
DNA and is similar to a previously studied D•D–D triple
helix at pH 7 (35). Interestingly, the interaction between ds-
DNA and RNA using EMSA showed positive cooperativ-
ity (n = 1.3–3.5) for all base triplets (Supplementary Table
S3). This cooperativity has been observed previously (36);
therefore, we quantitatively examined the stoichiometry of
each strand in EMSA bands representing the dsDNA and
R•D–D species. As expected, this analysis revealed a ratio
of (1.1 ± 0.1):1 for purine-rich DNA : pyrimidine-rich DNA
in dsDNA and (1.3 ± 0.2):(1.1 ± 0.1):1 for RNA : purine-
rich DNA : pyrimidine-rich DNA in an R•D–D triple he-

lix (Supplementary Figure S4). Thus, the cooperative bind-
ing is not due to multiple RNA strands binding to dsDNA
but instead likely reflects a conformational change in the
dsDNA upon binding to RNA third strand or the zipper-
ing mechanism proposed for the formation of D–D double
helices and D•D–D triple helices (6,37,38). These results es-
tablished formation of an R•D–D triple helix with a bind-
ing stoichiometry of 1:1:1.

The KD,app values were determined for each of the 16 base
triplets, and they ranged from 165 ± 18 nM for the canon-
ical C•G–C base triplet to no binding in the presence of
5–50 000 nM RNA for C•A–T, A•A–T and G•A–T base
triplets (Figure 1C, D and Table 1). All the KD,app values
for R•D–D base triplets were normalized to the canonical
U•A–T base triplet (Figure 1D and Table 1). As expected,
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Figure 2. EMSA measurements of the stability of R•D–D triple helices containing multiple consecutive non-canonical A•G–C base triplets. (A) Table
showing the constructs and measured KD,app values for R•D–D triple helices with 0, 1, 2 and 3 consecutive A•G–C base triplets. Red nucleotides highlight
the non-canonical A•G–C base triplets. The Watson–Crick and Hoogsteen interactions are represented by a solid line (|) and dot (•), respectively. The
asterisks (*) denote the 5′-[32P]-radiolabeled strand. Reported KD,app values are the average of at least three independent experiments ± the standard
deviation. No binding was observed for three consecutive A•G–C base triplets when 5–50 000 nM of the RNA third stand was added. (B) Graph showing the
relative stability of 0, 1, 2 and 3 consecutive non-canonical A•G–C base triplets. The relative stability was calculated as KD,app(without A•G–C)/KD,app(with
A•G–C). Error bars are the standard deviation of at least three independent experiments.

Figure 3. EMSA measurements of the stability of R•D–D triple helices as the length of the third strand is varied. The constructs and measured KD,app values
are shown for an R•D–D triple helix with 18-, 19-, 20-, 22-, 24- and 27-nt RNA third strand (red strand). The Watson–Crick and Hoogsteen interactions
are represented by a solid line (|) and dot (•), respectively. The asterisks (*) denote the 5′-[32P]-radiolabeled strand. Reported KD,app values are the average
of at least three independent experiments ± standard deviation. The bar graph shows similar KD,app values for the 19- to 27-nt RNA third strands, while
the 18-nt RNA third strand had no observable binding when 5–50 000 nM of the third strand was added. Error bars are the standard deviation of at least
three independent experiments.

the canonical base triplets U•A–T and C•G–C exhibited
the highest stability, although seven non-canonical base
triplets exhibited a stability within two-fold of the canonical
U•A–T base triplet (or KD,app ≤ 374 nM): A•G–C > U•C–
G > U•G–C > C•C–G > A•C–G > G•C–G > G•G–C
(Figure 1D and Table 1). These results suggested that the
R•D–D triple helix can tolerate select non-canonical base
triplets. Overall, the stability of our R•D–D triple helix ap-
pears to be controlled more by the identity of the Watson–
Crick base pair (G–C ≈ C–G > T–A >> A–T) than by the
nucleotide in the third strand (U > A ≈ C ≈ G) (Figure
1D). These results suggest that the nucleotide composition
of R•D–D triple helices inside cells could include a combi-
nation of canonical and non-canonical base triplets.

Multiple non-canonical base triplets disrupt R•D–D triple
helix formation

The relative stability of seven non-canonical R•D–D base
triplets were within two-fold of the canonical U•A–T base
triplet (Table 1). To test whether an R•D–D triple helix can
form when there are multiple non-canonical base triplets,
we replaced two and three consecutive U•A–T base triplets
with A•G–C and performed native EMSA to determine
KD,app values (Figure 2, Supplementary Figure S5 and Table
S4). The stability of the R•D–D triple helix containing two
consecutive A•G–C base triplets was only 2.2-fold weaker
than one A•G–C base triplet (Figure 2). In contrast, no
third strand binding to dsDNA was detected in the presence
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Table 1. KD,app values for 16 different base triplets in R•D–D, D•D–D and R•R–R triple helices.

aIdentity of varying base triplet Z•X-Y, where “•” and “-” represent Hoogsteen and Watson-Crick interactions, respectively. “(T/U)” represents
DNA/RNA, respectively. Base triplets are listed from tightest to weakest binding in the R•D-D construct.
bMeasured KD,app values reported as the average of at least three independent replicates ± the standard deviation. Here, green shading corresponds to a
low KD,app value, yellow shading to an intermediate KD,app value, and red shading to a high KD,app value. Each heat map is relative to each triple helix.
cThe relative stability compared to the canonical (T/U)•A-(T/U) base triplet for the given triple helix, which was calculated as KD,app((T/U)•A-
(T/U))/KD,app(Z•X-Y).
dFold tighter (↑) for D•D-D base triplet over R•D-D base triplet was calculated as KD,app(Z•X-Y in R•D-D)/KD,app(Z•X-Y in D•D-D).
eFold weaker (↓) for R•R-R base triplet compared to R•D-D base triplet was calculated as KD,app(Z•X-Y in R•R-R)/KD,app(Z•X-Y in R•D-D).
fShowed no binding to dsDNA in the presence of 5-50 000 nM of the third strand RNA.

of 5–50 000 nM RNA when three consecutive A•G–C base
triplets were present. Altogether, these results indicate that
R•D–D triple helices can tolerate a limited number of con-
secutive non-canonical base triplets, although the number
of consecutive non-canonical base triplets that an R•D–D
triple helix can tolerate will likely vary depending on the
identity of the base triplet and sequence context.

Formation of R•D–D triple helix depends on the length of the
third strand

The stability of a triple helix may be affected by the length
of the third strand. To test the dependence of an R•D–
D triple helix on the length of the RNA third strand (i.e.
the number of potential base triplets it can form), the rela-
tive stability of R•D–D triple helices was determined using
RNA of six different lengths: 18, 19, 20, 22, 24 and 27 nts
(Figure 3, Supplementary Figure S6 and Table S5). As ex-
pected, the RNA third strand exhibits a minimum-length
requirement for binding to dsDNA. For our experimental
system, the 18-nt RNA third strand does not bind whereas
the 19- to 27-nt RNA third strands do bind. However, all the
RNA third strands, from 19 to 27 nts, have approximately
the same KD,app value with an average of ∼220 nM (Figure
3). These results show that the RNA third strand requires a
minimum length to bind dsDNA, but increasing the length
of the RNA third strand beyond the minimum length does
not lead to a stronger interaction between the RNA third
strand and dsDNA.

The relative stability of R•D–D base triplets is different from
those of D•D–D and R•R–R base triplets

The relative stability of R•D–D base triplets presented
herein showed a different trend than those observed previ-
ously for D•D–D and R•R–R base triplets (24,25). These
differences could be due to different methodologies and/or
different triple-helical constructs rather than the stability
of base triplets. To make a direct comparison, the relative
stabilities of 16 different base triplets in D•D–D (Figure
1E–H and Supplementary Figure S7) and R•R–R (Fig-
ure 1I–L and Supplementary Figure S8) triple helices were
measured using our experimental setup. The constructs are
identical to the R•D–D triple helix (Figure 1A) except all
three strands were composed of DNA (Figure 1E) or RNA
(Figure 1I), i.e. both the deoxyribose/ribose pentose and
thymine/uracil bases were changed accordingly.

EMSA was performed for each of the 16 base triplets
being varied at a single position Z•X–Y in both D•D–D
and R•R–R triple helices (Figure 1E–L and Supplementary
Figures S7 and S8). For the D•D–D base triplets, the KD,app
values ranged from the canonical T•A–T base triplet at 119
± 9 nM to the G•A–T base triplet at 368 ± 80 nM (Figure
1H, Table 1 and Supplementary Table S3). Thus, varying
one base triplet in the D•D–D triple helix did not greatly
alter the stability of this D•D–D triple helix, as only the
base triplets C•A–T and G•A–T failed to bind within two-
fold of the canonical T•A–T base triplet (i.e. KD,app ≥ 238
nM). The canonical C•G–C base triplet had similar stabil-
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ity to the non-canonical base triplets (Figure 1H and Table
1). In contrast to the R•D–D triple helix, the stability of
the D•D–D triple helix is controlled slightly more by the
nucleotide of the third strand (T > A > C ≈ G) than the
Watson–Crick base pair (T–A ≈ G–C ≈ C–G > A–T) (Fig-
ure 1D and H).

For the R•R–R base triplets, the KD,app values ranged
from the canonical U•A–U base triplet at 4300 ± 200 nM
to the A•C–G base triplet at 249 400 ± 39 400 nM (Figure
1L and Table 1). All KD,app values of R•R–R base triplets
were normalized to the canonical U•A–U base triplet (Fig-
ure 1L and Table 1). The R•R–R triple helix is most stable
when Z•X–Y is the canonical U•A–U base triplet. Only the
canonical C•G–C base triplet was within two-fold of the
canonical U•A–U base triplet (or have KD,app ≤ 8600 nM).
Similar to the D•D–D triple helix, the stability of the R•R–
R triple helix is controlled slightly more by the identity of
the third strand base (U > C > G > A) than the Watson–
Crick base pair (A–U ≈ G–C > C–G ≈ U–A) (Figure 1H
and L).

Because the same sequence and methodology were used
for all three triple helices, we can directly compare our find-
ings for R•D–D, D•D–D and R•R–R base triplets (Ta-
ble 1). Our results show that the stability of triple helices
composed only of canonical base triplets (i.e. Z•X–Y =
(T/U)•A-(T/U) or C•G–C) is as follows: D•D–D ≈ R•D–
D > R•R–R, where R•R–R triple helices are ∼35-fold
weaker than R•D–D triple helices. As illustrated by the heat
maps in Table 1, the relative stabilities of base triplets are
unique to R•D–D, D•D–D and R•R–R triple helices. For
example, the C•A–T and G•A–T base triplets are the least
stable base triplets for the R•D–D and D•D–D triple he-
lices but are moderately stable for the R•R–R construct (Ta-
ble 1). Likewise, the A•C–G and A•U–A base triplets were
the least stable base triplets for the R•R–R construct, mod-
erately stable for the R•D–D construct and among the most
stable for the D•D–D construct (Table 1). Our results show
that the stabilities of base triplets in R•D–D, D•D–D and
R•R–R triple helices are influenced by both strand identity
and nucleotide composition.

DISCUSSION

Beginning in 2007, it was suggested that cellular ncRNAs
might interact with gDNA via a triple helix as a mecha-
nism to regulate gene expression (12,39). Since then, mul-
tiple examples of lncRNA•gDNA triple helices have been
reported along with their mechanisms of controlling gene
expression (12). Because the discovery and biological roles
of lncRNA•gDNA triple helices are relatively recent, their
base triplet composition and other factors that may influ-
ence the stability of these triple helices have not been inves-
tigated as extensively as D•D–D and R•R–R triple helices.
By examining a U•A–T-rich R•D–D triple helix, our stud-
ies revealed the following: (i) all non-canonical base triplets
except for C•A–T, A•A–T and G•A–T allow for triple-helix
formation (Figure 1D and Table 1); (ii) the identity of the
Watson–Crick base pair, X–Y, controls the stability of the
base triplet more than the identity of the Hoogsteen base
pair, Z•X (Figure 1D and Table 1); (iii) up to two consec-
utive A•G–C base triplets can be tolerated (Figure 2); and

(iv) the third strand has a sharp minimum length depen-
dence (Figure 3), similar to previous studies on D•D–D
triple helices (38). Increasing the length of the RNA third
strand beyond the minimum length did not increase the sta-
bility of the triple helix (Figure 3), which may be due to
the energetic penalty of a longer dsDNA segment undergo-
ing a structural rearrangement upon binding a longer RNA
third strand (40). Our study suggests that a large variety
of R•D–D base triplets might exist inside cells consider-
ing that nine different non-canonical R•D–D base triplets
support triple-helix formation (Figure 1D and Table 1) and
that the thousands of lncRNAs, miRNAs and introns in hu-
mans could potentially interact with gDNA via a triple helix
(18,19,22).

Currently, most lncRNA•gDNA interactions are ini-
tially identified using computational programs, such as
Triplexator, TRIPLEXES or LongTarget (32,41–43).
Triplexator and TRIPLEXES predict pyrimidine motif
lncRNA•gDNA triple helices based on these default
settings: (i) the canonical pyrimidine motif base triplets
U•A–T and C•G–C observed previously (4) and (ii)
forming at least 19 consecutive base triplets with at least
90% of the base triplets being the canonical U•A–T or
C•G–C (32,41). LongTarget predicts pyrimidine motif
R•D–D triple helices that can form at least 20 consecutive
base triplets of U•A–T, C•G–C, U•G–C, G•G–C, C•C–G,
U•C–G and G•T–A using the default settings (42,43). For
a U•A–T-rich R•D–D triple helix, our results indicate
that a minimum of 19–20 consecutive base triplets for
predicted triple helices is reasonable (Figure 3), that <10%
of the base triplets can be non-canonical base triplets
except for C•A–T, A•A–T and G•A–T (Figures 1D, 2
and Table 1), that U•G–C, A•G–C, G•G–C, C•C–G,
U•C–G, A•C–G and G•C–G (where underlined base
triplets are already included in LongTarget) could also be
considered by Triplexator, TRIPLEXES and LongTarget
(Figure 1D and Table 1) and that non-canonical base
triplet stability relies more on the Watson–Crick base
pair (G–C ≈ C–G > T–A >> A–T) than the Hoogsteen
base pair that currently dominates software algorithms
(Figure 1D and Table 1) (32,41–43). Our results are for one
R•D–D sequence context; therefore, more ncRNA•gDNA
contexts (e.g. Fendrr, �-globin and PARTICLE) will need
to be examined to fully understand how the energetics of
triple helix formation depends on, for example, sequence
composition, base triplet identity, length of triple helix
and pH (13,14,17,44). Because multiple factors affect the
stability of an R•D–D triple helix, it remains essential
to validate the R•D–D triple helices identified using
computational approaches. Validation studies performed
in a test tube should also consider other factors, such as
the intracellular concentration of lncRNA, the subcellular
localization of the lncRNA, binding site accessibility of
both the lncRNA and gDNA and cellular components,
such as nucleosomes, that may stabilize the triple helix by
creating unique microenvironments (23). Cell-based assays
recently developed to isolate DNA-associated RNA and
RNA-associated DNA provide an orthogonal approach to
identify lncRNA•gDNA triple helices inside cells (45).

Our study showed that the relative stabilities of base
triplets in R•D–D, D•D–D and R•R–R triple helices are
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unique (Figure 1 and Table 1). Importantly, the relative sta-
bilities of non-canonical base triplets in D•D–D and R•R–
R triple helices that were measured previously exhibit a few
similarities but, in general, show little overlap with those
determined herein (Figure 1H, L and Table 1) (24,25). For
example, when comparing our results to previous results
for D•D–D triple helices using a quantitative affinity cleav-
age assay, the only base triplet to have approximately the
same relative stability compared to T•A–T is the C•G–C
base triplet (Figure 1H and Table 1) (24). Protonation at
N3 of the Hoogsteen cytosine enables formation of two hy-
drogen bonds with G in the purine strand, making a pro-
tonated C•G–C base triplet more stable than a T•A–T
base triplet (46). The C•G–C base triplet in our D•D–D
triple helix likely exists in a predominantly deprotonated
form at pH 7 because the C•G–C base triplet is 1.5-fold
less stable than the T•A–T base triplet (Figure 1H and Ta-
ble 1), and the pKa of internal C•G–C base triplets in in-
termolecular pyrimidine motif D•D–D triple helices has
been measured to be 5.6–6.2 (47). Furthermore, our study
shows that the stability of all base triplets is within four-
fold of T•A–T (Figure 1H and Table 1), whereas quantita-
tive affinity cleavage assays showed all non-canonical base
triplets as 15- to 1500-fold less stable than T•A–T (24).
The G•T–A base triplet is typically one of the most sta-
ble non-canonical D•D–D base triplets (24,26,40,48–50);
however, our study showed G•T–A as being comparable
to most non-canonical base triplets (Figure 1H and Table
1). The similar relative stability of our D•D–D base triplets
is likely because our D•D–D triple helix is too stable for
our binding assay to detect stability changes for only a sin-
gle base triplet. For R•R–R base triplets, three base triplets
(C•G–C, U•G–C, G•A–U) have approximately the same
relative stability compared to U•A–U both in our EMSA
results (Figure 1L and Table 1) and in previous EMSA
results (25). However, the relative stability profile of our
R•R–R base triplets (Figure 1L and Table 1) was more
similar to a profile determined previously using an intron-
less �-globin reporter assay, as six base triplets (C•G–C,
U•G–C, U•A–U, G•A–U, C•A–U, G•U–A) have approxi-
mately the same relative stability compared to U•A–U (25).
These varying stability profiles in both D•D–D and R•R–
R triple helices may be due to a combination of factors
that differed among the studies: triple-helix construct (i.e.
molecularity, length of the triple helix, location of varying
Z•X–Y base triplet, sequence composition, ratio of canon-
ical T•A–T:C•G–C base triplets and distribution of pH-
sensitive C•G–C base triplets), conditions of binding reac-
tion (i.e. buffer species and pH, salt identity and concentra-
tions, polyamines, solvent, molecular crowding agents, tem-
perature and equilibration time) and type of assay used to
measure relative stabilities (24–26,40,48–50). Similar study-
to-study variations have been observed for the stability of
D•D–D base triplets and base pairs in dsRNA, both of
which vary greatly depending on neighboring base triplets
or base pairs (46,51,52). These results reinforce the impor-
tance of experimentally testing each computationally pre-
dicted triple helix, given the number of factors that can in-
fluence the overall stability of a triple helix.

Besides variation in base triplet stability, we also noticed
there is little consensus on the relative stability of R•D–

D, D•D–D and R•R–R pyrimidine motif triple helices in
the literature: a UV thermal denaturation assay for a two-
strand construct (Watson–Crick hairpin and third strand)
showed R•D–D > R•R–R > D•D–D at pH 5.5 (27), an
affinity cleavage assay for a three-strand construct showed
D•D–D ≈ R•D–D > R•R–R at pH 7.0 (28), a UV ther-
mal denaturation assay for a three-strand construct showed
R•D–D > D•D–D > R•R–R at pH 6.0 (29) and a UV ther-
mal denaturation assay for a two-strand construct (circular-
ized pyrimidine-rich strand and purine-rich central strand)
showed R•D–D > D•D–D > R•R–R at pH 5.5 and D•D–
D ≈ R•D–D ≈ R•R–R at pH 7.0 (30). Our results (Table
1) most closely resemble those of an affinity cleavage assay
for a three-strand construct at pH 7.0 (D•D–D ≈ R•D–D >
R•R–R) (28). All these studies, including ours, observe that
R•D–D triple helices are more stable than R•R–R triple he-
lices, although the relative stability of D•D–D triple helices
varies greatly among the studies, from being the most to the
least stable (27–30). The inconsistencies among the stability
of base triplets and triple helices represent a gap in our un-
derstanding of triple helices and present a grand challenge
in accurately predicting triple helices using a computational
approach.

In summary, the in vitro stability of a pyrimidine motif
R•D–D triple helix depends on multiple factors, including
base triplet composition, length of the triple helix, molec-
ularity, binding conditions and assay employed. Together
these results show that the base triplet composition for
RNA•gDNA triple helices inside cells may be more diverse
than what is currently appreciated.
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